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About This Game

Rumble Fighter is a free-to-play fighting MMO game with real mixed martial arts and fast-paced beat-em-up action! Brawl with
your friends and train to become the top Rumble Fighter!

Story

A long time ago, the Dark Lord broke the peace treaty with the Gods, and commanded his dark forces to conquer the
unsuspecting Rumble Fighter world. The vulnerable Rumble Fighter world was almost immediately taken over by the dark
forces. When all hope was lost, a miracle happened! Powerful heroes chosen by the Gods arrived to defend against the dark

forces.

The raging battle between the dark forces and heroes went on for so long that it seemed like it would never end. However, the
heroes prevailed and finally sealed the Dark Lord. Peace would finally return to the Rumble Fighter world.

However, the great heroes did not have time to enjoy the peace. Dark forces that scattered after the battle are actively
attempting to break the seal and rescue the Dark Lord. Thus, the heroes are still out there fighting for the Rumble Fighter world.

The heroes united together under an association called "Guardians." Every member dedicates each day to training and hunting
for dark forces.
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Title: Rumble Fighter: Unleashed
Genre: Action, Free to Play
Developer:
NIMONIX
Publisher:
RedFox Games
Release Date: 15 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Pentium 4 2GHz (AMD and Celeron Series Included)

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 125MB RAM with DirectX 3D support (Geforce3 Ti, ATI Radeon 9500)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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This game caters to a specific type of gamer.
It is certainly not for everyone.

If you pay good attention to detail, enjoy puzzles, appreciate well-written stories, but also like some creepiness and the
occasional (very occasional) jump scare, this game is for you.

This game also carries an element of mystery, you're essentaily a detective with a psychological gift, who is attempting to solve
the mystery of a lost city. For spoilers sake, I won't say more. I will only say that the story is quite original and well-thought out.

The atrocities that take place in this forsaken city are grotesque to say the least.
If you've got a dark side and appreciate some great atmosphere and a solid story, this game is for you.
The score is also great.
Voice acting is good.
Visuals are done well.

Only complaint is that the ending seemed a little bit rushed.
Other than that, one of the best horror-mystery-indies I've yet to experience.

8\/10, would solve bloody skin-crawling mystery again.. Just kidding, don't buy this 2 dollar slop, it's like combining a seventh
history lesson with accounting and imagery from 1996.. No buts and bals in game :( false advertising!!! only squares. This game
is amazing, i would recommend it to all of my freinds, if i had any.. Lies Lies! No local co-op! No controller support! No Fun!
They basically just throw you in the game with no explaination of anything. Definitely not a complete game!. Overall, not too
bad of a game. The game does lack some sense of direction and lack of communication. The music is kinda depressing as well.
It'd be nice if there was some more talking or reactions from the character you play as alone (Canny). The game is really good
otherwise.. A simple game but still challenging, its nice to have a game like this on your library for when you dont have anything
to do. It has a nice price, i don't regret using 99 cents on this one. Makes Moonbase Alpha look like Skyrim. AVOID.. This is
the kind of game I would enjoy if it were a free game jam project, where you'd expect it to be a bit rushed and rough around the
edges, but a good concept and art style is enough to keep your interest through a short playthrough. For a product being sold for
money, though, it's inexcusably unpolished -- particularly in the English translation, where the dialogue is full of grammar and
spelling errors, one character's name changes at random, some lines are so mangled as to be unintelligible, and there's a
complete absence of apostrophes. Seriously, developers, did apostrophes steal your girlfriend and run over your dog? What do
you have against this poor misued punctuation mark? (Actually I suspect it's some kind of coding error that they were too lazy to
fix, which hardly makes it better.)

You can play the game for free on Kongregate, and I think the concept (Bad HAL 9000 Simulator Lite) is interesting enough
that it's worth your time to check it out, but it's definitely not worth your money to buy.. Simply brilliant imaginative work. Very
fun, very captivating as well. Try this one out!
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Quite fun! This is the only horror game I've played on the Vive since it doesn't have jumpscares, and the puzzle element makes
it great!. I want to give this a good review, but there is too many issues with this. You find a beat you like to try to use it for your
own song, boom taken down unable to use it anymore and every progress you had on that song gone. If you want to make music
you are forced to make it from 100% scratch. If you are looking for loops or even a better software I rather get a mac for garage
band as it offers much more features and I believe it is for free.. Reminds me of Monkey Ball.. Don't get this game at all, but its
pretty fun. I really wish there was a sort of "in the middle" rating. I think it would apply here. Regardless, I'm just going to
ramble for a bit and call it good.

Unreal only in name. Oh - also there are Skaarj sometimes. It deviates a lot from what made Unreal popular and opts for a very
generic rooty tooty point and shooty military man style of game. It feels like Epic wasn't in the mood for a real gamble and just
made the safest bet possible. Some good examples of some games in similar boats would be Doom 3 and Quake 4. They're
sequels, sort of, but it feels like the names were used to push copies of the game more than anything. I even think Doom 3 was a
decent game (the VR mod is very well done if you have a compatible HMD) if you just pretend it's not Doom. I don't mention
Serious Sam 2 here because that game is actually just a nightmarish fever dream we all had at the same time. Also it seemed
Serious Sam 2 at least tried to stay true to Serious Sam gameplay. For the most part...

Onto Unreal 2 though. It's not necessarily bad. I enjoyed it a lot when I was younger. Playing back through it though I just
couldn't stick with it to the end. Lots of walking, lots of talking, lots of cutscenes. The problem is that none of what I just
mentioned is really done in a way that's particularly engaging. Sure every once in a while some howler monkeys come out of the
dark at you with their loud shocky sticks, but once you realize how quickly they go down, any sense of danger is almost
completely voided. The spider level is still pretty decent, but there's a lot less walking through open fields and a lot more
incinerating hordes of alien spiders with a flamethrower than most other levels have. The facility also has a somewhat
interesting design.

Game still looks decent. Most areas are at least somewhat memorable. Some for good reasons, some for bad. The characters
are... As generic as the gameplay, really.

Never tried the multiplayer. If I recall correctly, servers for it are now down. Maybe there's a fan patch to make it playable? Not
sure. What I am sure of though is that there's likely better class-based multiplayer shooter action out there, even from the same
time period.

The weapons are alright for the most part. There's a silly amount of grenade types for the launcher. I do still enjoy the clunky
mechanical sounds of the reloads, firing, etc., With the exception of that stupid shocky stick that the space monkeys use. It's
loud as hell and those monkeys are everywhere just waiting to rupture your ear drums.

I think if you're feeling an urge to play any old shooter, if your heart isn't set on Unreal 2, there are better ways to scratch that
itch. I look back on this game fondly, but it has not aged well, especially by today's standards.. Old but gold.. Don't waste your
time. Don't try to give it a chance. Its not worth the time \/ effort
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